Insight
Compliance
Global non-life (P&C) insurance regulations and taxes at a glance
Businesses today face many challenges;
understanding if an insurance programme is
compliant globally should not be one of them.
Axco’s Insight Compliance helps insurance
professionals make sense of the increasingly
complex global regulatory landscape. It provides
answers to the essential compliance questions
that are necessary to know when conducting
multinational non-life insurance business.

ensure a truly local insight. Intelligence is prepared
and maintained by an in-house team of research
analysts and supported by industry specialists who
meet with local supervisors, insurers, reinsurers
and brokers in each market.

Easily add your own content to view
alongside Axco intelligence and customise
with your branding so that the service looks
and feels like part of your business.

Reduce the burden of managing multiple data
sources with a single, reliable source of consistent
regulatory and legislative information from the
world’s insurance markets, delivered in an intuitive
and flexible format. Information is available by
line of business, with key subclasses covered
and regulatory topics range from taxes and
compulsory insurances to non-admitted business
and policy conditions.

Key Benefits

Intelligence is delivered in a timely and accessible
way through Axco’s Insight platform that allows
you to customise and filter data and then choose
to view the information by line of business, market
or topic.

• View regulation specific to a line of
business

Information is verified with Axco’s extended
network of relationships across the world to

• Access consistent, business-critical
compliance information across 170+
markets
• Answers the most frequently asked
compliance questions
• Compare compliance information across
multiple markets

Insight Compliance
Business-critical compliance data
Insight Compliance provides an overview of
the necessary regulatory and tax compliance
conditions applicable to conducting insurance
business in over 170 markets. With information
such as whether non-admitted business is
allowed, details on compulsory insurances and
the taxes and charges payable, you can easily
understand the requirements of markets you
operate or are looking to enter.

Key regulatory and compliance topics
include:
• Taxes, tariffs and charges split by insured,
insurer and reinsurer
• Compulsory classes
• Non-admitted positions
• Premium currency, collection and reserves
• Policy language and currency
• Local broker requirements

A single, reliable information
resource
Insight Compliance answers the most frequently
asked questions on local regulatory requirements.
It eliminates the need to research, sort, translate
and verify multiple sources of regulatory
information from source languages, increasing
understanding and reducing uncertainty.

Frequent updates and regular market visits and
ensure that Insight Compliances shows the most
accurate, relevant and up-to-date insurance
intelligence available.

An interactive database that
is easy to use and simple to
customise
Insight Compliance is an intuitive, two-step
database that quickly provides answers to the
compliance questions that matter most. Choose
the information you require in the way you wish to
view it. Multiple classes and subclasses of business,
topics, markets and regions can be compared

Features of Insight Compliance:
• Compare regulatory information side by
side for multiple territories and multiple
lines of business
• View general information on land size,
climate, population and language for
each territory covered
• Choose from among major lines of
business or a class tree of sub-classes
• Follow a link to the full Axco Insurance
Market Report for greater market detail
• Export data to Excel

simultaneously. Data can be sorted by topic or by
country and results exported to Microsoft Excel.

Lines of business covered
Accident

Construction and engineering

Goods in transit

Oil and energy

Assistance

Credit

Householder/homeowner property

Product liability

Aviation

Directors’ & Officers’ Liability

Legal expenses

Professional liability

Business interruption

Employers’ Liability

Marine

Sickness

Clinical trials

Environmental liability

Miscellaneous financial loss

Surety

Commercial and industrial property

General liability

Motor
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